
CLALLAM COUNTY CHARTER REVIEW COMMISSION
MINUTES of June 2, 2O2O

MEETTNG OF THE CHARTER REVTEW COMMTSSTON (CRC)
Chair Ezen called the meeting to order at 6 p.m., Thursday, June 25, 2020. Also present were
Commissioners Lotzgesell, Morrís, Turner, Hunter, Murray, Stokan, Pratt, Stoffer, Richards, Dohefi,
Fleck, Corrado and May. Commissioner Cameron was absent. All Commissioners appeared by either
video or audio. Due to Governor's Proclamation 20-28.5 (COVID-19) in person attendance was
prohibited.

APPROVAL OF AGEI{DA
ACTION TAKEN: Turner moved to adopt the agenda as presented, second; motion carried
(14 voted in favor of)

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
o Meeting Minutes June 11, 2020
ACTION TAKEN: Murray moved to approve the minutes as presented, seconded; motion
carried (12 voted in favor of and 2 abstain)

PUBLIC COMMENT
o Darlene Schanfald, Sequim, commented on Sg/EMF and having the entire County vote for each

County Commissioner.
o Ingrid Carmean, Port Angeles, commented on the homelessness proposal.

CoRRESPON DE N CE / PETTTTOT{ S
Gores noted receipt of correspondences from Ed Bowen, Elizabeth Athair, Therese Stokan, Ann Seiter,
Haruey Kailin, Debra Koich, Roland Underwood, Norma Turner, Ingrid Carmean, Diane Hood and Don
Myers (see attached),

REPORTS
. Chair Report - Commissioner Erzen

o Video/Audio Meeting Recommendations
Erzen reviewed the guidelines with the Commission. She recommends giving each Commissioner 2
minutes to speak for each topic.
o Cancel Special Meeting Thursday, July 2

ACTION TAKEN: Dohefi moved to cancel the July 2 special meeting, second; motion
carried (14 voted in favor of)

. Legal action request updates - Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Stanley
o Bylaws - Adopting amendments
Stanley briefed the Charter Review Commission on the Bylaws - adopting amendments opinion
provided. CRC Members discussed and asked questions regarding the legal action request,
o Franchises
Stanley briefed the Charter Review Commission on the Franchises opinion províded. CRC Members
discussed and asked questions regarding the legalaction request.
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CONSIDER CHARTER AM ENDM ENTS
. Add to Article XII Section 12.30: Franchíses- Commissioner Corrado
Corrado briefed the Commission on Article XII Section L2.30: Franchises. Corrado stated that the
SglEMF is very complex and technical subject. Corrado offered his tíme to educate on the subject. He
noted that Sg/EMF affect everything that lives, breathes and has DNA on the planet. He stated that he
feels Attorney Stanley did a good job on her legal actÍon request and thanked her. CRC Members
discussed Article XII Section 12.30: Franchises.
ACTION TAKEN: Turner moved to add the proposed amendment to the agenda on July 9 for
a vote to put on ballot for 2O2O, second; motion carried (13 voted in favor of and 1 no)

o Add to Artícle VI Section 6.20: Duties and Responsibilities (County Administrator)- Commissioner
Turner

Turner briefed the Commission on Article VI Sectíon 6.20: Duties and ResponsÍbilities (County
Administrator). She stated her concerns with having the County Administrator and Human Resources
Director as the same person. She noted she reviewed policy 235 - Investigation of Complaints and
Discipline, Section 50.1 and feels there was some issues with appeal processes. Pratt stated she was
concerned with the conflict of interest for the same person holding both positions. CRC Members
discussed Article VI Section 6.20: Duties and Responsibilities (County Administrator).
ACTION TAKEN: Murray moved to add the proposed amendment to the agenda on July 9 for
a vote to put on the ballot Íor 2O2O, second; motion carried (14 voted in favor of)

. Add to Article IV Section 4.25: Promote Resolution of Homeless and Protection of Public Land-
Commissioner Stokan

Stokan briefed the Commission on Article IV Section 4.25: Promote Resolution of Homeless and
Protection of Public Land. She noted the proposal was written by members of the community and she
originally submitted it on February 27. She pointed out the proposal is to address the key factor of
homelessness and the protection of public lands. Stokan mentioned the proposal Ís conditional and if
the County can meet the required percentages the campsites wouldn't need to be provided.
CRC Members discussed Article IV Section 4.25: Promote Resolution of Homeless and Protection of
Public Land.
ACTION TAKEN: Stokan moved to add the proposed amendment to the agenda on July 9 for
a vote to put on the ballot lor 2O2O, no second; motion defeated

AGENDA ITEMS FOR NEXT MEETING
o Vote on amendments from June 25, 2020 (Article XII Section 12:30: Franchise and Article VI Section

6:20: Duties and Responsibilities County Administrator)
o Suruey Results - Commissioner Morris
o Appoint DCD - Commissioner Morris
o Prosecutor Non-Partisan - Commissioner Richards
o Frequency of CRC - Commissioner Ezen

PUBLIC COMMENT
o Ed Bowen, Clallam Bay, commented on Article VI Section 6.20: Duties and Responsibilities (County

Administrator).
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ITEMS FOR THE GOOD OF THE ORDER
o Next meeting date July 9, 2020 at 6 p.m.
. May commented his video was disconnected during the meeting. He noted that if he hadn't

disconnected he would have voted no on the Article XII Section 12.30: Franchises proposal and yes
on the Artícle VI Section 6.20: Duties and Responsibilities (County Administrator) proposal.

ADJOURNMENT
Meeting concluded at 8:53 p.m

submitted,

Clerk to the Charter Revíew Commission

Approved: July 9,2020
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Alanna

From:
Sent:
To:

Ezen, Sue

Tuesday, June 16, 2O2O LO:02 AM
Ed Bowen; Gores, Alanna
RE: Clarity Question From the L1JUN2020 CRC Meeting (External Email: USE Caution)Subject:

Good Morning Mr. Bowen,

ln- Person Public Hearings are not going to be possible anytime soon due to the CORVID 19 restrictions. The CRC is

working our way through this unusual time for a Charter Review Commission to conduct business. Thank you for your
input into our delíberations.

Sue Erzen

----Origina I Message-----
From: Ed Bowen [mailto:rockypt@olvpen.com]
Sent: Thu 6/LL/202O 8:29 PM

To: Erzen, Sue; Hunter, Brian; Murray, Joseph; Fleck, Rod; Stokan, Therese; May, Andrew; Stoffer, Jim; Corrado, Tony;
Pratt, Candace; Lotzgesell, David; Doherty, Mary; Morris, Patti; Cameron, Ron; Richards, Nina; Turner, Norma; Gores,
Alanna
Subject: Clarity Question From the 1lJUN2020 CRC Meeting (External Email: USE Caution)

The CRC meeting tonight did not clarify when there will be a public hearing on amendments; what is the purpose of
voting/making decisions on a list of amendments at the meeting I believe is June 25? ls that so the CRC can bring those
approved to the public to hold a public hearing?

Ed Bowen

P.O. Box 111

Clallam Bay, WA 98326

This email has been checked for viruses by AVG

https://www.avg.com
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Gores, Alanna Ali\^tr btrz-\?p

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Alanna Gores,
I missed getting this letter in by yesterday due to health issues...please forward this simple email to all the CRC
members ASAP. Thank you very much for your fine attention to detail and all your work for the county issues..

Dear Charter Review members,

I am a highly sensitive individual and especially am affected by ElectroMagnetic Frequecies .... I strongly
encourage you to do a moratorium toward the 5G choices here if you are unwilling to ban the option of 5G
totally here at this time.

Thank you for your attention to this detail...specific to the welfare of all living beings.
S incerely, ELizabeth Athair

Elizabeth Athair <elizabethathair@gmail.com >

Friday, June 12, 2020 6:53 AM
Gores, Alanna
Please be wise about EMF choíces in our precious county!!!!! (External Email: USE

Caution)
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Gores, Alanna

From: Tree Stokan < treejstokan@gmail.com >

Thursday, June L8, 2020L2:54 AM
Ezen, Sue; sueaen@gmail.com
Gores, Alanna; Stokan, Therese
Promote Resolution of Homelessness and Protection of Public Land - Amendment
Proposal....for CRC meeting: June 25,2020

***Requesting that this email be shared with all members of the 2020 Charter Review Commission (CRC).***

Reminder: Please do not "reply all" to this email; for FYI, in preparation for next week's meeting - June 25,
2020:

Hello CRC Chair Sue Erzen, and Commissioners,

Below is a copy of the Amendment Proposal, regarding Homelessness and Protection of Public Land, which I
originally submitted to the charter Review Commission (cRC), on212712020.

After discussing this with some of our community members and considering whether to change the wording,
I/we have decided not to make any changes in the ideas, nor wording of this proposal.

V/hen the CRC discussed this proposal, one Commissioner had expressed concem about having "numbers" that
would ookeep changing, with time."

The oonumbers" presented for the amendment are not "subject to change" with time, because they represent
'þercentages".

***Personally,l think this amendment proposal is masterfully written, with astute awareness of factors which
can help to reduce homelessness: affordable housing and the ability to earn a "living wage".

*x*7\1the same time, this amendment addresses the very important issue of protecting public
land, and requires a "conditional" requirement, (campsites free of charge) which is why the
percentages need to be stated.

{"|'*As the county improves its efforts and reaches the "percentages" noted, the county will no longer need to
provide the campsites, free of charge!

As you know, the Homelessness Task Force was created by the Clallam County Commissioners in 2005,and is
accountable to the Board of Clallam Commissioners. They have done tremendous work in our county, in many
ways, over the past 15 years.

Despite the best efforts of the Homelessness Task Force, the following statistics, which are cited in the
"Clallam County Homeless Crisis Response and Housing Plan, 2020-2024", remain quite concerning:

The median household income of Clallam County residents is: $48,002, significantly lower than the state
average of: $70,714.

Ø g\'7n

To:
Cc:

Sent:

Subject:

1
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The poverty rate is 15.3%o, with more than one third(35%) of county residents, living below 200%of the
poverty level.

clallam county's 2018 vacancy rate for rental units is reported tobe 3.2o/o.

*{<*In this document, the major causal factors for homeless in Clallam County are noted to include

A. lower than average salaries
B. elevated unemployment rates of 7Yo

C. low vacancy rate
D. high rental rates

:*x<'r'There is only so much that the Homelessness Task Force can do!

***While the Homelessness Task Force reports to and is accountable to the Board of Clallam Commissioners,
we, the elected Charter Review Commissioners, are accountable to the people who elected us!

***We, the Charter Review Commission, ¿re uniquely positioned to address the issue of homelessness and
protection of public land!

There are many fine social workers and others affiliated with the great work done by the Homelessness Task
Force. However, they are not elected officials with authority to propose amendments that are to be presented to
the public, as ballot measures.

I am requesting that the following amendment proposal, be discussed and receive a vote at our next CRC
meeting, planned for Thursday, June 25,2020.

Also, asking our Clerk to please ascertain that the proposal is included at our new ooAmendment Proposal Link",
at the CRC website.

***Reminder: Please do not "Reply All" to this e-mail.

Thank you,

Therese Stokan
Charter Review Commissioner, District 3

Residents of Clallam
County, wrote and
submitted the
following proposal to
the Charter Review
Commission:

(Commissioner
Stokan agreed to
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present this proposal
on212712020.)

Promote ResolutÍon
of Homelessness ønd
Protectíon of Publíc
Land - Amendment
Proposøl:

Add to Artícle IV,
Sectìon 4.25:

The Dírector of the
Department of
Community
Development shall
øscertøin that the
followìng standørds
are ímplemented:

The County shøll
províde three ot more
campsítesfree of
chargefor those
experíencìng
homelessness untíl
the vøcøncy røte ín
Clallam County is
below 6% ønd the
averøge mìnímum
rent ß 40% of the
tøke home pøyfrom ø
minìmum wøge job
or there ß permanent
housìng avøíløblefor
95% of the prevíous
year's poínt in time
count. The namber
ønd locatíon wíll be
determíned by the
Homelessness Task
Force. Each campsite
wíll høve at a
mínímum two
portable restrooms
and ø trash
receptøcle, which
shall be semíced
regularly by an
appropríate servìce
provider. Camping ín
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vehícles outsíde of
these cømpgrounds
and ølong county and
støte roøds will be
íllegøI except ín øreas
specíftcally
desígnatedfor
cømpíng. Thß wíll be
enforced by the
sherffi

Alternately, thís
Amendment could be
considered as ø

"Sectíontt under the
new proposed Artícle:
Artìcle XIV- PublÍc
Heølth ønd/or
Envíronmental
Søfety

Srotlr'^
p\røVP
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Gores, Alanna Ø\{þw

To:
Cc:

Sent:

Subject:

From: hermanabaheda@aol.com
Thursday, June L8, 20202:10 AM
Erzen, Sue; suerzen@gmail.com
Gores, Alanna; Stokan, Therese
Proposal for Amendment - Article XIV - Public Health and/or Environmental Safety

Please share with all members of the 2020 Charter Review Commissíon (CRC), in preparation for CRC meeting -
Thursday, June 25, 2020. (Reminder: Please do not "Reply All',, to this e-mail.)

Hello CRC Chair Sue Erzen,

I am re-submitting the following Proposal for Amendment; originally submitted on 112712020.

Please note that the wording for this proposal is different than the wording in the CRC survey, which is still in process.

For this reason, I would like to request that this proposal be discussed and voted on, at our upcoming CRC meeting, on
6t25t2020.

Also, asking our Clerk to please ascertain that the proposal is included at our new "Amendment Proposal Link", at the
CRC website.

Proposal for Amendment:

At the end of the Charter, add a new Article:

Article XIV - Public Health and/or Environmental Safety

Below are some examples of topics, which could be included under this Article. Each would have to be individually
proposed and voted on by this cRC, or future charter Review commissions:

Section 13.10 - Water Security

Section 13:20 - Electromagnetic Field lssue

Section 13:30 - Emergency Preparedness (Proposalfor Heavy Equipment Emergency Response plan)

Section 13:40 - Public Sanitation:

Homelessness and Public Sanitation
Enforcement of "No camping or parking in non-designated areas.',

Section 13:50 - Climate Solutions

Section 13:60 - Environmental Hazards

(Reminder: Please do not "Reply All" to this e-mail.)

Thank you,
Therese Stokan

1



Charter Review Commissioner, District 3

lnitially submitted to CRC, on 112712020
Again, submitted to CRC, on611812020, 2;10 AM

ffi
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Gores, Alanna fuùw

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

hermanabaheda@aol.com
Thursday, June 18, 2020 3:50 AM
Ezen, Sue; sueaen@gmail.com
Gores, Alanna; Stokan, Therese
Revised -water security Amendment - Proposal for cRC.....wildly popular idea!l!

Please share with all members of the 2020 charter Review commission (cRC), in
preparation for cRC meeting - Thursday, June 25, 2020. (Reminder: please do not
"Reply All", to this e-mail.)

Hello CRC Chair Sue Erzen,

I am submitting a new, revised version of: Water Security Amendment, noted below, as of this morning - 6t1gl2O2O,
3:50 AM.

lwoufd like to request that this proposal be discussed and possibly voted on, at our upcoming CRC meeting, on
6t25t2020.

Also, asking our Clerk to please ascertain that the proposal is included at our new "Amendment Proposal Link", at the
CRC website.

Add to Article lV, Section 4.25:
The Director of the Department of Community Development shall ascertain that the following is implemented:

"The county shall perm¡t and encourage roof ra¡n-water coltection system as a key strategy for
emergency preparedness and water secur¡ty."

Alternative:
Add to proposed new Article, at the end of the Gharter:
Article XIV - Public Health and/or Environmental Safety
Section t3.10 - Water Security

"**When I shared this proposal, recently, with a prominent Clallam County Attorney, this was his response:

"l like this! Maybe people won't appreciate the need today (lt's raining here). But, in the not too distant future, we'll
probably wonder why we didn't do this and more to preserve potable water sooner."

**During the Fall election season, I shared a photo of a roof rain-water collection system, at most of the Listening
Sessions that I attended. This idea was wildly popular, across the county. I remember considerable interest at pngR,
(Port Angeles Business Association) debate, also; people were anxious to look at the photo!

***Collection of rain-water can be used, after filtration, for all home needs. Fish can be raised in separate holding tanks.
Vegetables, fruits and herbs can be raised, including the use of stacked hydroponic system. The implications for both
water security and emergency preparedness are profoundl

***Cost for implementation, is very reasonable. Holding tanks have been found for $50 - $7S.

***Those who have been working on this proposal, decided to simplify it. This current form of the Water Security proposal
is considered going after the "low-lying fruit"! We could add more to the proposal, if desired.

1



(Reminder: Please do not "Reply All'to this e-mail.)

Thank you,
Therese Stokan
Charter Review Commissioner, District 3

Revised water security Amendment Proposal - submitted on 6t1912020, at 3:50 AM

sK,û-
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Gores, Alanna 3a wc Lelrßì?r

From:
Sent:
lo:

aseiter@olypen.com
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 9:45 AM
Gores, Alanna
Comment to the Charter Review CommissionSubject:

June 23,2O2O

Members of the Clallam County Charter Review Commission

c/o aqores@co.clallam.wa. us
Clallam County, WA

I would like to comment on Question 10 from the public input survey that closes on June 30,2020. Question 10 reads as

follows:

"Department of Natural Resources (DNR) manages Clallam County Trust lands wíth a mandate to return revenue
to the county and junior taxing districts.

Should Clallam County increase their monitoring of DNR management by hiring a forester?"

This question is vague and misleading. The issue of DNR management of forest trust lands is extremely complex. The
dictionary definition of a forester is "a person in charge of a forest or skilled in planting, managing, or caring for trees."
The intent of the question is actually related to increasing revenues from timber harvest. These duties are not captured
in the question of hiring a "foreste/' and may mislead the public.

Regarding the management of Clallam County Trust Lands, I question why a proposal to hire a forester belongs in a
provision related to the county charter at all, as the purpose of the charter is not to micromanage county staff positions.

The Trust Lands Advisory Committee (TLAC) met for a year in 2016-2017 and reviewed DNR's management of forest
trust lands at length, with much emphasis on the economic revenues. I sat in on the meetings and recall no

recommendat¡on to amend the county charter. A mandate for a "forester" in the county charter is neither a necessary
nor effective pathway to improved forest management or increased revenues. The Board of County Commissioners
already has the abílity to hire a forester if they determine it is necessary or useful, and can appropriate the money.

I understand the need for dependable revenue to the county and junior taxing districts, and I support responsible forest
management. However, I intend to vote NO on question 10 as the quest¡on is misleading and the position would be an

unnecessary and inappropriate amendment to the charter. I urge you to drop this issue for further consideration within
the charter. Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Ann Seiter
PO Box 2201; Sequim, WA 98382

aseiter@olvpen.com

1



Gores, AIanna b\?h\?Ð

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Ed Bowen <rockypt@olypen.com>
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 5:54 PM

Lotzgesell, David; Morris, Patti; Pratt, Candace; Stoffer, Jim; Turner, Norma
Turner, Norma; Gores, Alanna
DCD Issues Committee

I don't know what is on the sub committee's list of issues to address at tonight's meeting, but I believe I have brought up

the need to refine the language in the Charter regarding the DCD director and how the ambiguity between what the
director and the Board of County Commissioners are their individual territory of authority has caused several years of
being served by this government in a dysfunctional manner. So clean up the language and make them obligatory to
what their responsibilities are, with emphasis, to the citizens of this county.

I say dysfunctional because their goal has always seemed to wind up in the court of what best serves their own
operational interest.

Take a look at this MOU scheme taking place between apparently the Chair of the BOCC and the DCD director at
yesterday's worksession, start¡ng at time stamp 42:29 and going on until L:47:15. Especially when you couldn't even
hear what the DCD director was saying a lot of the time. When was, when will the public be a party to this huge
discussion of breaking up the duties they believe they both have the authority to do. The answer is NO; Only the Charter
and you need to work that language. lf you think about the amount of time they spent that should show a need; but it
can't be in the dark of a virtual meeting where they get to discuss in person and we the people don't even get to ask a
question. NO one in their right mind can engage and be a invested citizen underthose terms.

SMP is a disaster from this issue.

Salmon Recovery on the Pacific slope of the county is a disaster from this issue.

Stormwater on the Pacific slope of the county is a disaster from this issue.

Taxation and loss of trust beneficiary funds are a disaster from this issue.

County Road culverts are a disaster from this issue.

I can go on and on, but the system doesn't even want we the people to engage so you're gett¡ng my version of an ear
full.

Remember, this Charter Review is the chance for we the people to get it right.

Start with testing the language to have the DCD director "REPORT" the programs that are managed by that department
to the BOCC, especially those that affect the county at large on many scales like Salmon Recovery in the Third
District. This county is not just about fish. I have been repeatedly informed the DCD director does not "Report", so fix
that, put the language in the Charter.

Ed Bowen

1
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Gores, Alanna ür..\.* \e\?ythÕ

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Harvey Kailin < hdkailin@gmail.com >

Wednesday, June 24, 2020 7:57 AM
Gores, Alanna
To: Alanna Gores, Clerk of the Board

The following submission is for the Charter Review
Commission's consideration regarding the documented
adverse effect cell towers have on trees. Certainly
human health is of primary concern but if plant life, too,
is being injured, then it must be that some very basic
mechanism of life is being violated.

Human health isn't the only concern. ln a study published in Scrence of the Total
Environ menf, researchers found,

High-level damage in trees within the vicinity of phone masts. We found out that from the
damaged side there was always v¡sual contact to one or more phone mast (s). Statistical
analyses demonstrated that the electromagnet¡c rad¡at¡on from cellphone towers is harmful to
trees. Results show that the measurements ¡n the most affected sides of damaged trees (i.e.
those that withstand higher radiation levels) are different to all other groups. These results are
consistent with the fact that damage inflicted on trees by cellphone towers usually start on
one s¡de, extending to the whole tree over time.

This constitutes a danger for trees worldwide. The further deployment of phone masts has to
be stopped. Scientific research on trees under the real radio-frequency field conditions must
continue.

The study lasted for 9 years and used more than 100 trees.

The field mon¡tor¡ng part of the study was performed in Bamberg and Hallstadt (Germany)
Observations and photographic record¡ngs of unusual or unexplainable tree damage were
taken along with the measurement of electromagnetic radiation.

Respectfully submitted by Harvey Kailin, 160 Kane Lane, Sequim

1



Gores, Alanna l{ otrx t.vu\?r}
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Debra Koich <debrakoich@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, June 24,2020 6:41- PM

Gores, Alanna
Requesting your support for the EMF Amendment

Dear Ms. Gores

Will you please forward this communication to allof the Commissioners.

The telecommunications industry states that there have been no safety studies on 5G radiation exposure, nor
do they plan to do any safety studies, no doubt because they already know the harm this will cause. l'm fairly
certain that you already know that history is full of disreputable corporations hiding the facts about the harm
their products cause, because their low level of consciousness commands them to value only monetary gain
and to hold humanity in contempt. The fact that the FCC has the ability to prevent our "health" as being an
issue for litigation is proof of that contempt. Why do you suppose that they feel they need to do this if there
are no health issues? I think this is one of those situations where we need to engage our critical thinking
skills. However, setting that fact aside, the unleashing of 5G is still an assault. The legal definition of assault is
"an intentional act by one person that creates an apprehension in another of an imminent harmful or
offensive contact". Assault is a criminal act. That makes ít an issue for litigation. So there's that. The
telecommunications industry wants to cover the entire planet with 5G including thousands upon thousands of
5G satellites, some of which have already been launched. Wouldn't the fact that there have been no safety
studies make this an experiment on humans without informed consent? Would thotbe legal?

And then there's the privacy issue. We already know that we are being spied on by our own government with
all of our phone calls and emails being recorded and social media being used for data mining. I believe that a
government spying on their own citizens is illegal, which makes it an issue for litigation. So there is that as
well. The 5G "smart" grid will provide the capability to spy on citizens in their homes, not only by government
agencies, but by anyone with the desire and knowledge to hack into the system, which also makes it a security
issue.

Did I mention that 5G is also a military weapon used for crowd control?

These things are just a quick summary of a few of the things that I have learned about 5G and l'm still
studying. I can't even imagine what I don't yet know. But it couldn't be clearer that the goal is to control the
human race with this "smart" grid, not about faster downloads. I can't imagine that the dystopian tyranny
that this will eventually come to is something that you would aspire to for your children and grandchildren and
their offspring, if indeed, enough of us even survive this assault to produce offspring.

I implore you to vote "yes" on the EMF amendment proposal and if you don't understand how important it is,
I urge you to find out for yourself. Thank you for your time and attention.

Sincerely,
Debra Koich

1



Gores, Alanna .rnLg-t^trtt ¿\. La\t"t@

From
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Ms. Gores

Will you please forward this communication to allof the Charter Review Commissioners.

The telecommunications industry states that there have been no safety studies on 5G radiation exposure, nor
do they plan to do any safety studies, no doubt because they already know the harm this will cause. l'm fairly
certain that you already know that history is full of disreputable corporations hiding the facts about the harm
their products cause, because their low level of consciousness commands them to value only monetary gain
and to hold humanity in contempt. The fact that the FCC has the ability to prevent our "health" as being an
issue for l¡t¡gat¡on is proof of that contempt. Why do you suppose that they feel they need to do this if there
are no health issues? lthink this is one of those situations where we need to engage our criticalthinking
skills. However, setting that fact aside, the unleashing of 5G is still an assault. The legal definition of assault is
"an intentional act by one person that creates an apprehension in another of an imminent harmfulor
offensive contact". Assault is a criminal act. That makes it an issue for litigation. So there's that. The
telecommunications industry wants to cover the entire planet with 5G including thousands upon thousands of
5G satellites, some of which have alreody been launched. Wouldn't the fact that there have been no safety
studies make this an experiment on humans without informed consent? Would thatbe legal?

And then there's the privacy issue. We already know that we are being spied on by our own government with
all of our phone calls and emails being recorded and social media being used for data mining. I believe that a

government spying on their own citizens is illegal, which makes it an issue for litigatíon. So there is that as
well. The 5G "smart" grid will provide the capability to spy on citizens in their homes, not only by government
agencies, but by anyone with the desire and knowledge to hack into the system, which also makes it a security
issue.

Did I mention that 5G is also a military weapon used for crowd control?

These things are just a quick summary of a few of the things that I have learned about 5G and l'm stíll
studying. I can't even imagine what I don't yet know. But it couldn't be clearer that the goal is to control the
human race with this "smart" grid, not about faster downloads. I can't imagine that the dystopian tyranny
that this will eventually come to is something that you would aspire to for your children and grandchildren and
their offspring, if indeed, enough of us even survive this assault to produce offspring.

I implore you to vote "yes" on the EMF amendment proposal and if you don't understand how important it is,
I urge you to find out for yourself. Thank you for your time and attention.

Sincerely,
Roland Underwood

Roland Undenvood <lynnundenrroodL@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, June 24,2020 6:48 PM

Gores, Alanna
Requesting your support for the EMF Amendment
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Gores, Alanna -\1Nr..nl

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Norma Turner < normagene@olympus.net>
Wednesday, June 24,20207:32 PM

com míssioners@clallam.wa.us; Ozias, Mark; Johnson, Randy; Peach, Bil I

Gores, Alanna
A request from the Clallam County Review Commission Committee on DCD issues
DCD Committee request to county.docx

Please see the attached request. We look forward to a response as quickly as possible due to time constraints of
meeting the August 6 deadline to forward possible ballot measures to the auditor.

Thank you

Norma Turner CRC Commissioner

1
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To: Clallam County Administrator Richard Sill

From: Charter Review Commissioner Norma Turner on behalf of Clallam Charter Review committee on
DCD issues - Patti Morris, Jim Stoffer, Candace Pratt and ex/officio Sue Erzen

Section 4.25 states 'oordinances shall be reviewed and amended, if necessary, by December 31,2004 to
incorporate changes required by the conversion from an appointed administrative position to and elected
office. Until such time as the review is complete and amendments, if any, adopted, the duties and
responsibilities set forth therein with respect to the administrative Director of the Department of
Community Development shall apply to the elected Director.

We are requesting all ordinances, policies, resolutions and codes that have been changed, since 2003,that
"incorporate changes required by the conversion from an appointed administrative position to elected
office".

The charter change of the election of the Director of Community Development was approved by the
voters November 7, 2002.

Due to Covid 19 we are behind the originally project timeline of preparing possible ballot measures for
the August 6th deadline, therefore we request as rapid as response to our request as possible.

Thank you.

Norma Turner, Clallam County Review Commissioner

Cc: BOCC



Gores, Alanna Â\tutr¿"n

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

THERESE STOKAN < hermanabaheda@aol.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 L2:L0 AM
Gores, Alanna
Stokan, Therese; Erzen, Sue

Fwd: Promote Resolution of Homelessness and Protection of Public Land Amendment
Proposal

ATT5 3 37025.dat; ATT5 337 026.htm

Subject:

Attachments:

***Requesting that our Clerk, Alanna Gores, please forward this to the 2020 Charter Review Commissioners:

Here are my thoughts that I plan to share, tomorrow, (Thursday, June 25) at our Charter Review Commission meeting, as

we discuss the proposed amendment:

Promote Resolution of Homelessness and Protection of Public Land.

As I move to have a vote on this proposal, I am interested in knowing if anyone is wanting to second the proposal?

I really appreciate your review, again, of this proposal. One key point is that we (CRC) are uniquely positioned to take
action on this issue, in a way that the Homelessness Task Force, cannot.

The Homelessness Task Force serves to advise the Clallam County Board of Commissioners (BOC), they are accountable
to the BOC.

We are accountable to the voters, to the residents of Clallam County!

Look at the current statistics, noted below! This is despite 15 years of the best effort put forth by the Homelessness Task

Force !

lf we can push the county in the right direction with some conservative goals (the numbers represent "percentages", by
the way), then, why not?

What is to be gained by declining to give the voters a choice on this issue?

lf we sent this proposal to the voters, and they reject it, we will know that we put forth our best effort, and did what
only "we" can do, to help the intertwined issues of homelessness and protection of public land!

1



What do we have to lose?

Think about what our struggling residents of Clallam County have lost.

{þu,.nn

This amendment proposal will not resolve all of the contributing issues related to homelessness and protection of public
land, but it could make a significant dent in those problems!

I urge you to consider voting "yes" to this proposal!

Respectfully and with appreciation for your review,

Therese (Tree)Stokan

Charter Review Commissioner, District 3

Promote Resolut¡on of Homelessness and Protection of Public Land Amendment Proposal:

Add to Article lV, Section 4.25:

The Director of the Department of Community Development shall ascertain that the following standards

are met:

The County shall provide three or more campsites free of charge for those experiencing homelessness

until the vacancy rate in Clallam County is below 6% and the average minimum rent is 40% of the take
home pay from a minimum wage job or there is permanent housing available for 95% of the previous
year's po¡nt ¡n time count. The number and location will be determined by the Homelessness Task Force,

Each campsite will have at a minimum two portable restrooms and a trash receptacle, which shall be

serviced regularly by an appropriate service provider. Camping in vehicles outside of these campgrounds
and along county and state roads will be illegal except in areas specifically designated for camping. This

will be enforced by the sheriff.

Alternately, this Amendment could be considered as a "Section" under the new proposed Article

Article XIV - Public Health and/or Environmental Safety

2
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The Amendment proposal was originally submitted to the Charter Review Commission (CRC), on

2/27/2020 and is designed to incentivize the county to address some of the key factors that create or
contribute to homelessness, while trying to protect public land.

Since February, there has been further discussion of this proposal with community members and some

of the authors of the proposal, as to whether to change the wordin g,lf we have decided not to make any

changes in the ideas, nor wording.

When the CRC discussed this proposal, one Commissioner had expressed concern about having

"numbers" that would "keep changing, with time."

The "numbers" presented for the amendment are not "subject to change" with time, because they
represent "percentages".

***Personally, I think this amendment proposal is masterfully written, with astute awareness of factors
which can help to reduce homelessness: affordable housing and the ability to earn a "living wage".

**{'At the same time, this amendment addresses the very important issue of protectíng public land, and

requires a "conditional" requirement, (campsites free of charge) which is why the percentages need to
be stated.

***As the county improves its efforts and reaches the "percentages" noted, the county will no longer
need to provide the campsites, free of charge!

As you know, the Homelessness Task Force was created by the Clallam County Commissioners in 2005,

and is accountable to the Board of Clallam Commissioners. They have done tremendous work in our
county, in many ways, over the past 15 years.

Despite the best efforts of the Homelessness Task Force, the following statistics remain quite

concerning. These are cited in the "Clallam County Homeless Crisis Response and Housing Plan,2O2O-

2024":

The median household income of Clallam County residents ¡s: 548,002, significantly lower than the state
average of: $1O,714.

The poverty rate is L5.3%, with more than one third (35%) of county residents living below 20O% of the
poverty level.

Clallam County's 2018 vacancy rate for rental units is reported to be 3.2%.

***ln this document, the major causal factors for homelessness in Clallam County are noted to include:

A. lower than average salaries

B. elevated unemployment rates of 7%

C. low vacancy rate

D. high rental rates (high costs of rent)

When you consider these four factors, plus the economíc consequences of COVID19, the urgency to
address the issue of homelessness and protection of public land has increased significantly.

3



***There is only so much that the Homelessness Task Force can do! É\tvi^e\
***While the Homelessness Task Force reports to and is accountable to the Board of Clallam

Commissioners, we, the elected Charter Review Commissioners, are accountable to the people who
elected us!

There are many fine socíal workers and others affiliated with the great work done by the Homelessness

Task Force. However, they are not elected officials with authority to decide on amendments that are to
be presented to the public, as ballot measures.

***We, the Charter Revíew Commission, are uniquely positioned to take action on the issues of
homelessness and protection of public land!

xx*Are we going turn our backs on our communíty, and claim that we cannot propose these changes?

We have been elected to help determine what is in the best interest of all of our community members;

no one should be left behind...but unfortunately, that is exactly what is happening.

I am urging my fellow Charter Review Commissioners to carefully consider the good that will come from
this amendment. I believe we have a civic duty and a moral obligation to address this issue, in a way ín
which only we can.

I am urging you to vote "yes" and send this amendment proposal to the residents of Clallam County, to
decide in November.

4



Gores, Alanna Éru.,.^
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

THERESE STOKAN <hermanabaheda@aol.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 2:27 AM
Gores, Alanna
Erzen, Sue; suerzen@ gmail.com; Stokan, Therese
Fwd: Charter Review Commissioner, Therese Stokan's thoughts on the EMF Amendment
proposal

Requesting our Clerk of the Board, Alanna Gores, to please share this with all of the Charter Review Commissioners, by
e-mail, in preparation for Thursday, June 25, 2020, CRC meeting and discussion of the EMF Amendment Proposal.

Thank you,

Therese Stokan

Charter Review Commissioner, District 3

Thoughts on EMF Amendment proposal

There are a number of issues and activist groups that I have listened to and learned from, during our
public comment sessions and otherwise.

As you know, there ¡s no issue which has generated more spontaneous publíc comment, thus far, than
the issue of EMF or electromagnetic field.

As of the most recent tabulation on the public comments, received ín-person, at our meetings or by e-
mail, "23" of our Clallam County residents have stepped forward to speak out on this issue and urged us
to use the Charter to address this very concerning topic.

By comparison, the closest number of people, who have spoken out on any other topic, has been
"seven".

Members of our community have studied the science and are well-informed on the harmful effects that
electromagnetic field has, not only on our bodies, but on our environment.

ln September 2OI9, as a family physician, I went to the first continuing medical education course in this
country, held on the issue of EMF and health-related conditions, held in Scotts Valley, CA.

Speakers at that conference repeatedly referenced the Biolnitiative Report, which is a summary of 3,800
international studies on the biological effects of electromagnetic radiation. These are studies based on
2G and 3G; few studies have yet to be completed on 4G. Harmful health effects include: Chromosomal
damage, infertility, childhood cancers, breast cancer, brain cancer, heart tumors, and premature
Alzheimers. Symptoms include tinnitus, anxiety, insomnia, headaches, fatigue, depression, paresthesias,
changes in memory, and difficulty with concentration.

Wireless radiation opens up the calcium channels on cell membranes, allowing too much calcium to
move into the cells. Research on Alzheimer's has shown a similar defect in the calcium channels. ln

1
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California, they are diagnosing people in theír 30s with Alzheimers, which has been unknown previously
in medicine. A link of autism to EMF exposure has also been recognized.

At the conclusion of the three day conference, physícians and health professionals in attendance,
recognizing the unique and even more profound potential of harm associated with 5G, signed a

petition, which was sent to President Trump, urging a moratorium on 5G untíl more studies can be
done, in the United States, on this issue.

Know that there are multiple international appeals to Stop 5G on Earth and in Space, signed by
scientists, physicians, and medical organizations, etc.

I have multiple references to share with those of you who are interested in learning more about the
harmful effects of EMF that are already recognized and documented. The Environmental Health Trust,
Physicians for Safe Technology, Parents for Safe Technology and the Baby Safe Project, are a starting
place to learn more.

Because insects, plants and animal have greater surface to volume ratio, 5G will likely have an impact on
these life forms first, profoundly and quickly.

As you all know, the very powerful and profitable Telecom industry is highly promot¡ng 5G.

What you may not know it that the Telecom industry has been given the green light by the FCC - the
Federal Communication Commission- to roll out 5G technology, despite any known or suspected health-
related effects, related to 5G. Laws have been put in place that prevent the Telecom industry from being
sued, based on the harm that ít can (and is likely) to do to humans.

We have before us, by way of this EMF amendment proposal, a possible way to slow or halt the roll-out
of 5G, in Clallam County, but we have to do it on the basis of harm to the environment. Because of the
FCC, we are not permitted to focus on the harm to people. We can still, however, legally focus on the
harm to the environment, and require that study be done, before this technology is advanced in Clallam
County.

It is with the utmost urgency that I appeal to my fellow Charter Review Commissioners to carefully
consider this amendment proposal. We are in a very narrow window of time right now, when we just
might be able to do something about this very serious threat to our people and our communities. Know
that among your family members, your children and grandchildren are likely to face the gravest
consequences of EMF, especially 5G.

ls doing nothing about EMF, while we have the chance, a legacy that you want to leave?

I remember the very last campaign event that I attended in October, sponsored by PABA, the Port
Angeles Business Association. One of the candidates (who is now on this Commission), said that, if there
was a proposal that had significant support by members of the community, that seemed reasonable,
even if he did not completely agree with it, he noted that the decision should go to the voters of Clallam
County to decide.

I urge you to vote "yes" on the EMF Amendment-for your sake, for your family's well-being, for the sake
of the environment, and out of acknowledgement of the 23 residents of our county who courageously,
and sometimes repeatedly, reminded us that this should and needs to be the number one priority of the
2020 Charter Review Commission.

Thank you for listening and for your careful consideration of the EMF amendment.
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Goret Alanna

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alanna,
Please send this on to the Charter Review Commissioners.

Charter Review Commissioners,

Thank you for listening to and considering the plight of the homeless and their need to have somewhere beyond Serenity House where it is
legal to lay their heads. I understand many of the Charter Review Commissioners feel this is not within scope of the charter. Yet, I believe we
have made progress in our understanding of this important issue, we have had conversations, you have thought about the homeless. The plight
of the homeless is the responsibility of each citizen and the government.

It is my hope that you pass the Resolution of Homelessness and Protection of Public Land Amendment Proposal.

Thank you,
lngrid Carmean

Ingrid Carmean <icarmean2@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 10:38 AM
Gores, Alanna
Message to Charter Review Commissioners

1



Gores, Alanna

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Harvey Kailin <hdkailin@gmail.com>

Thursday, June 25, 2020 L:40 PM

Gores, Alanna
A further submission to the Charter Review Commission regarding 5G

2016.

A follow-up on yesterday's submission, a 16 PDF link
to the article in Science of the Total Environment titled:

Radiofrequency radiation injures trees
around mobile phone base stations

Cornelia Waldmann-Selsam a, Alfonso Balmori-de la Puente b , Helmut Breunig c , Alfonso Balmori

Highlights: High frequency nonionizing radiation is becoming increasingly common. . This study found a high
level of damage to trees in the vicinity of phone masts. . Deployment has been continued without consideration
of environmental impact.

:llwww

Abstract
In the last two decades, the deployment of phone masts around the world has taken place
and, for many years, there has been a discussion in the scientific community about the
possible environmental impact from mobile phone base stations. Trees have several
advantages over animals as experimental subjects and the aim of this study was to veriô/
whether there is a connection between unusual (generally unilateral) tree damage and
radiofrequency exposure. To achieve this, a detailed long-term (zoo6-zo15) field
monitoring study was performed in the cities of Bamberg and Hallstadt (Germany).
Duringmonitoring,obSerVationsandp@ofunusualor
unexplainable tree damage were taken, alongside the measurement of electromagnetic
radiation. In zor5 measurements of RF-EMF (Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields)
were carried out. A polygon spanning both cities was chosen as the study site, where r44
measurements of the radiofrequency of electromagnetic fields were taken at a height of
1.5 m in streets and parks at different locations. By interpolation of the 144 measurement
points, we were able to compile an electromagnetic map of the power flux density in
Bamberg and Hallstadt. We selected 6o damaged trees, in addition to 3o randomly
selected trees and 3o trees in low radiation areas (n = rzo) in this poþon. The
measurements of all trees revealed significant differences between the damaged side
facing a phone mast and the opposite side, as well as differences between the exposed side
of damaged trees and all other groups of trees in both sides. Thus, we found that side
differences in measured values of power flux density corresponded to side differences in
damage. The 3o selected trees in low radiation areas (no visual contact to any phone mast
and power flux density under 5o ¡r{mz) showed no damage. Statistical analysis
demonstrated that electromagnetic radiation from mobile phone masts is harmful for

1



t¡ees. îhese results are consistent with the fact that damage afflicted on rr""t$I"åif"
phone towers usuaþ start on one side, extending to the whole tree over time.
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Go Alanna $ooÅ

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alanna
Please share my email with the commissioners for the meet¡ng tonight at 6pm

Please vote "yes" on the EMF Amendment. We feel that there needs to be more comprehensive studies before this
technology is allowed in Clallam County.

5G could have extremely bad effects on the environment and people living in this county.

Thank you
Diane Hood
Don Myers
i.92 Brigadoon Blvd Sequim WA
360-683-063

Diane <dogma@olypen.com >

Thursday, June 25, 20203:42PM
Gores, Alanna
-RE--- EMF amendment proposal ..... Charter Review Commission Meeting 6-25-20
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